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Syllabus for PT- 1 
Ch-3 Statements and Questions 

Ch-4 Jumbled Sentences 

Ch-5 Naming words 

Ch-6 Special Names 

Ch-7 Naming Words-one and more 

than one 

Ch-8 Naming Words- Male and 

Female 

 

Written Test - 20 marks 
  
Date : 02-07-2019 

Assessment activity 

 

Dictation  – 15Marks 

Ch-2,3 & 4(28-06-19) 

Ch- 7,8 (01-07-19) 

ASL- 5 marks(02-07-19) 

Notebook Submission- 10 marks 

 

Q1. Read the paragraph carefully and give the answer of the following questions.  

A brown fox saw a bucket of blue paint. He went to look at it. The fox’s fur became blue. The animals in the 

forest looked at him and laughed. The fox said,” Don’t laugh at me, all of you. Blue is the colour of kings. I am 

now your king. You must bow before me. You must bring me good things to eat.’ 

The animals thought he was really a king. They bowed before him. They gave him good things to eat. 

 Answer the following questions:  

  Q1. Who was looking at the bucket? 

    Ans.___________________________________________________________________________________ 

  Q2. What was there in the bucket? 

    Ans.___________________________________________________________________________________ 

   Q3. Why did the animals laugh? 

    Ans. __________________________________________________________________________________ 

   Q4. Write two naming words from the paragraph. 

    Ans. ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q2. Use capital letter and put punctuation marks appropriately: 

1. where are you going      

 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
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2. gandhinagar is the capital of gujarat 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. how do you complete your work         

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. mona likes eating ice-cream  everyday 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q3. Arrange the word to form sentences: 

1. gave /biscuits/ to/ hari / the dog. 

__________________________________________________________________________________. 

2. thief / very/ fast/ ran. 

__________________________________________________________________________________. 

3. is /your / who/ best friend? 

_________________________________________________________________________________. 

4. my /is / sister/ years old/ five. 

_________________________________________________________________________________. 

 

Q4.  Circle the naming words in the given sentences: 

1. Rahul cannot drive a car. 

2. Ahmedabad is a big city. 

3. My friend has so many toys. 

4. French is an interesting language.  

 

Q5. Write proper noun for the underlined common noun: 

1. He is my friend.                                 _____________________________ 

2. I have a pet dog.                                _____________________________ 

3. My teacher teaches me English.       _____________________________ 

4. This is a beautiful city.                      _____________________________ 
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Q.6. Change the gender of the given words: 

1. bride         ______________                3.   wolf      ______________ 

2. prince             ______________                4. gander    _____________ 

Q.7. Change the underlined words from one to more than one: 

       1.  This is a baby monkey.                            __________________ 

       2. Sonu has 4 sandwich in his lunch box.     __________________________ 

       3. I saw two child playing with a cat.            _________________ 

      4. There are so many leaf in the mango tree.  _________________ 

 

Q8. Fill in the blanks with correct form of the given words: 

      1. Maya has four ____________ (pencil) 

      2. Raju and Raghav are _____________ (brother) 

     3.__________ (Bird) are flying in the sky. 

     4. My _________ (doll) is very pretty. 

 

Q. 9. Write few lines about your mother. 

 

 

 My mother’s name is ___________________________. 

 She is very __________________________. 

 She takes care of _____________________. 

 I love my _______________________ very much. 


